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Brief:

Goals:
For this capstone project, I would like to explore

Application:

+ To use problem-solving and design thinking to

+ Branding (logo & tag-line)

more about self-awareness and self-love. My

create and develop a campaign that inspires

+ A set of question cards

goal for this project is to expand my creative

and encourages the audience about self-

+ Posters

skills in corporate campaign identity. I will create

awareness, self-love, and self-understanding.

+ Sticker

graphic elements such as logo, postcards,
posters, as well as corporate design to collect
data (note) from people around the campus.

+ To design effective experience that achieve
positive outcomes of the audience.

I believe that this is the best practices and
approaches that lead to greater self-awareness

+ To be able to recognize, understand, and

for the audience as self-awareness is the

manage one’s emotional responses, so as to

capacity for deeper self-reflection.

better be able to recognize, understand and
influence the emotions of others.

For the presentation, I will display some notes
from the audience during the exhibition as well as
have some blank cards available for the visitors

+ To expand my creative skills in corporate
campaign identity and exhibit design.

who would like to participate in the campaign.
I would like to develop exhibit design for my
exhibition as well.
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Research

Socrates

To “know thyself” is not a new concept; it has

when people see themselves clearly, they are

been recognized for millennial since the Classical

more confident and more creative. They make

period in Ancient Greece. Socrates and Plato

sounder decisions, build stronger relationships,

believed that self-knowledge was the highest

and communicate more effectively. We become

form of knowledge (Ryff and Burton). Self-

our better-selves with more-satisfied more-

understanding is the ability to understand one

profitable to people around us. We are more alive

won self, it could be know

to the world around us, more available, and more

Philosopher

giving of our fullest selves.

+ The Father of Western Philosophy

one to reveal an attitude not only toward

Despite the challenges to reflection, the

+ “To known thyself is the beginning of

themselves but also toward others and the world.

impact is clear. As Peter Drucker said: “Follow

Some call it mindfulness practice, some call it

effective action with quiet reflection. From the

+ Known for the concept of self-knowledge

Understanding oneself is significant as it helps

self-care, but they share the same goal: to realize
an ideal state of being.

Reflective practice has long been a concern in
professional practice. Research suggests that
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the wisdom.”

Socrates believes that wisdom begins with one

quiet reflection, will come even more effective

starts asking questions and seeking the truth, and

action.” Overall, many researchers suggest self-

one has to ask oneself first in order to move on to

understanding is a forceful driver of continuous

other people.

improvement; to become a better version of self.
Socrates | Image from Image: https://www.britannica.com/biography/Socrates
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Candy Chang
Artist, deisiger, urban planner

Chang strongly believes in the potential of
introspection and collective wisdom in public
space to improve our communities and help
people live better lives.
Chang engages communities and creates art that
prompts people to share everything from their
greatest hopes to their deepest anxieties in public.
Image: Candy Chang at the Before I Die Wall, New Orleans, LA | Photo by Cary Norton
http://candychang.com/press/
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Top Left: Candy Chang. Before I die. 2011 – present, New Orleans, LA

Top Right: Candy Chang. Looking for Love Again. 2011, Fairbanks, AK.
Bottom Left: Candy Chang. Confession. 2012, Las Vegas, NV.
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word mapping

Keywords:
+
+
+
+

Self
Reflection
Understanding
Reminder

The first word that I started

with was the word “self,”

and then I split the word

Narrowing down to the focused keywords,

into positive and negative

we stared with the solution on how we can

sides to explore words from

solve a relationship between the words on

both views. My classmates

the top and left rows.

helped me with this stage
as we all exchanged ideas

Based on the four focused keywords, I came

and kept adding words that

up with the title of my project, Note to Self.

could lead to the focused
keywords for this project.

As well as the tag-line, it developed from

Word mapping for the word “self”

the focused keywords which ended up with

“Reflect. Write. Be a Better You.”
Narrowing down the focused keywords with solutions
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Type + Colors

Branding

When it comes to picking out type and color

welcoming and optimistic yet strong enough to

palette for a project, the campaign’s mood and

hold the audiences’ attention and invite them to

tone was the biggest concern.

interact with my work.

“What I would like the audiences to feel when

When it comes to type, I would like the type to

I asked myself at this stage. After determining

my top type choice as it is one of the Geometric

they look at my work?” was the question that

be simple, clean and easy to read. Poppins was

who will be my target audience, I went directly to

sans serif typefaces that is readable in both big

define the campaign’s mood. As the final result of

and small sizes. Each letter-form is nearly mono-

my campaign will be display at Scarfone/Hartley

linear, with optical corrections applied to stroke

Gallery at the University of Tampa, my target

joints where necessary to maintain an even

audience is students and facilities of UT.

typographic color. Moreover, because of its shape
and stroke weight, Poppins provokes friendliness

Picking the colors for the campaign’s mood based

to the user and it parallelizes with the campaign’s

on the target audience was pretty challenging.

mood; welcoming, friendly, and simple. Because

I picked natural colors as the dominant color

of those reason, Poppins is my go-to type for this

for the project as I would like my work to be

project from the start.
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Type + Colors
#fff1e7
RGB 255 241 231
CMYK 0 5 7 0

+ Simple
+ Optimistic
+ Welcoming

Poppins Light
Poppins Regular
Poppins Bold
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#f6e3e2
RGB 246 227 226
CMYK 2 11 6 0

#f6bd4b
RGB 246 189 75
CMYK 3 27 82 0

#f36d27
RGB 243 109 39
CMYK 0 71 96 0

#f36d27
RGB 140 98 82
CMYK 38 60 65 20

Logo Design
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I lean toward handwritten type for the logo.
However, I explored another options to see what
would fits and delivers the message best.
Below is the final logo. I tweaked the types to
make them cleaner and easier to read.

I sketched out different ideas for the logo. As I
sketched, I thought back to the title of my work:
Note to Self, this phrase is very straightforward

and it suggests and demonstrates action as one
is writing note to oneself. Because of that idea, I
lean toward handwritten type to develop it into
the digitized stage.
Sketches
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Digital iterations

Final logo
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Tag-line:

Reflect. Write.
Be a better you.

Card Design
Final logo

Logo locks up with tag-line
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Question Cards
Questions cards are integral parts of this project

Picking out questions about what questions to

as they will be the pieces that the audiences will

ask the audiences was very challenging. Again,

interact with.

I had to concern about the target audience
at this point. My target audience is students

I considered about a user’s journey at this point.

and faculties at the University of Tampa as the

One will pick up a card, read a question, write on

exhibition of the show will take place.

it, and hang it up on the wall. The biggest concern
was the final stage of a user’s journey, hanging

I created a set of questions from a simple matter

a card on the wall. The wall is white, so how can

to complex ones. For example, “What can I do

I brighten up space by making it looks more

today to live a better life tomorrow?” “What do I

lively and welcoming but still contain the same

need to change about myself?” “Any advice to my

message and brand guideline? The color border

future self?” or “What is your biggest dream?”

I sketched out different layout for cards to see
which layout works best. I kept the card design

was the answer to that question.

clean and simple as I wanted to focus on the

I finalized the questions based on the difficulties
Colors were significant elements to the card

of them yet simple and exciting enough to keep

design. I designed each card with different colors

the audiences engage. I rephrased each question

to create variety to my work.

to make them sound more lighthearted.

audiences’ answers yet the design had to be
strong enough to hold their attentions.

Sketches
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Note to my future sel f

Note to my future selfÉ

Digital iterations

Final card designs (front)

As the title suggests; Note to Self, I lean toward a postcard style for
the front part. To me a postcard is a reminder of time, so I wanted
to play with that idea. I used the first-person point of view as one
would write a note to oneself. The questions on the cards prompt
the audience to think about they wishes, hopes, or simply about
themselves. The questions include:
+ Note to My future self...
+ My biggest dream is...
+ I am thankful for...
+ Things that matter to me...
+ I wished I would have known...
Final card designs (back)
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Posters
Sticker Design
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Process | Poster + Sticker Design | Note to Self

a location pin?
Posters + Sticker Design
After I finished designing cards, posters, and
stickers where the next design applications to be
developed, at this point, I thought that it would be

Word mapping for the word “self-understanding”

nice to have a symbol to represent and convey
the message of the campaign.

It represents:

Again, word-mapping came into play. I started

with the word “self-understanding,” and it kept
developed and expanded.

+ Life event

To me, self-understanding is a path, a journey to
a better self; understanding one inner self can
keep can from heading in the wrong direction. So
I played with “a journey to a better self” concept

for posters and sticker design.

To me, self-understanding is a journey to a
better self. A location pin represent a life event, a

+ A path to be
a better you

stage of life where we experience up and down
moment in order to be learned for life lessons
and to be a better person.
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Poster sketches

After I had a solid ideas of what I would designed for posters and stickers,
I went directly into sketches. It didn’t take me so much time compares to

Poster digital iterations

Final poster design

Poster test print and place at its actual height (10 ft.)

other design applications as I knew what I would like to do with them.
Sticker sketches
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Process | Poster + Sticker Design | Note to Self

As this poster will be print in a large scale
(2 ft. X 10 ft.), test-print was important.
At this point, I concerned a lot about the
readability of a poster as well as direct the
audiences’ eyes to read from bottom to top.
So type’s weight and size came into play
Poster test-print/notes

Poster digital iterations
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Again, I tested-print the poster to
see if it readable from distance or
not. Spacing is important too as
the poster is text-heavy. I needed
to keep it clean, simple, and easy
to read to keep the audiences
engage without making them feel
overwhelmed by text.
Poster test-print/notes

Poster digital iterations
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Final poster design
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Sticker test-print/note

Sticker digital iterations

For the sticker, I sticked with the same idea of

“a journey to a better self.” I played around

with different types and perspective. Again,

the challenge was that the sticker is small
(2 in. X 2 in.), so how can I make it readable
enough yet still make it unify with other
design application of the campaign.
Final sticker design
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Installation
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Installation
I got a big space for the installation, so my biggest
concern was filling up the space effectively.
The wall is white and 25 ft. wide. At the beginning
of the project, I was overwhelmed by its space
and then I scaled up the work to fill the space
up. I re-arranged the layout a couple time to see
where each design application should be placed.
Again, a user’s journey came into play. A question
was how one would walk through and interact
with the work. So I started with a long poster,
then a writing station which includes a mirror,
a card-holder, and pedestal. A card hanger is
the next one, the reminder poster is the end of a
user’s journey as I would like to leave a mark or a
reminder to the audiences.
Exhibition layout
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25 ft.

Clear wire hanging down (1.5 ft)
**The poster has grommets on the
top of it, I will tape the back of the
poster at the end of it (NOW part).

1.5 ft.

Vinyl stickers

1.5 ft.

7 ft.
4 ft.

2 ft.
1.5 ft.

Vinyl stickers

Vinyl stickers

It all starts with you. Be mindful. Take a
body, emotions, and thoughts. Be gentle with

yourself. Learn to love yourself.

The past cannot be changed, so learn from
it. Live purposefully every day. Remember

Wall Shelf
(11 3/4x10 1/4 ")

2 ft.

4 in.

6 in.

2 ft.

Card
pocket
6x10 in.

1 ft.

It is hard to understand who we truly
are: what we want, how we feel, and
why we react as we do.
Having a deep understanding of
ourselves is the key to everything we
do. No wonder Socrates summed up
all the counsel of philosophy in just

Pedal
Stool

These cards are designed to assist
you in a journey of self-understanding.
help you understand yourself better

4 ft.

and gain more insight, and clarity on

always remember that. Stay positive—be a

light in this world. Always express gratitude,

compassion, and kindness. Do not fake it

until you make it, take it until you make it.

Strive for progress, not perfection.

2 ft.

2 ft.

You are a work in progress, so take your

time. Relax and trust the timing of your life.

Allow the space between where you are and
where you want to be to inspire you, not to

You are growing. You are getting better. Fall

4 in.

in love with becoming the best version of

proud of the progress you have made even

if you still have further to go.

May you never forget the journey
you have taken to get to wherever
you want to be...

pen cup
It is hard to understand who we truly
are: what we want, how we feel, and
why we react as we do.
Having a deep understanding of
ourselves is the key to everything we
do. No wonder Socrates summed up
all the counsel of philosophy in just
two words: ‘Know Yourself.’

Pedal
Stool

Poster B
(2 ft. x 5 ft.)

you in a journey of self-understanding.
They present you with questions that

1.5x1.5x3.5
(ft.)

2 ft.

terrify you. You will become the person who

you have wanted to be.

These cards are designed to assist

They present you with questions that

the ever-elusive subject: yourself

should never give up on them—please

yourself with patience and compassion. Be

pen cup

two words: ‘Know Yourself.’

your goals. Your dreams matter and you

6 in.

8.5 ft.

Card
pocket
6x10 in.

Acrylic
sheet
mirror
20 in. x 24 in.

5 in.

5 in.

Acrylic
sheet
mirror
20 in. x 24 in.

help you understand yourself better
and gain more insight, and clarity on
the ever-elusive subject: yourself

1.5x1.5x3.5
(ft.)

2.5 ft.

2 ft.

2 ft.

A writing station including: cards, mirror, and a pedestal.

1.5 ft.

Poster A
(2 ft. x 10 ft.)

Twine with wood clippers

The end of the poster lay on the floor
(1.5 ft. from the wall)

Mirrors were significant parts of the installation. I

Note to Self
Exhibition layout with instructions

would like the audiences to look at the mirror and

Patchanit Sriviroch | BFA Graduate Show | Installation Plan

take it as a mirror-talk to themselves.
Mirror layout/note
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The card hanger at the exhibition

I decided to make giant yellow pin locations
as the card hanger and had strings hang
between them to represent a path to a better
self. The head of the pins was made of smooth
Styrofoam and painted in orange

Making posts for the card hanger
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Installing Note to Self at Life Endured: an Art + Design BFA Exhibition
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Exhibition photos

Note to Self at Life Endured: an Art + Design BFA Exhibition
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